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We demonstrate experimentally that in photonic crystal sensors with a side-coupled cavity-waveguide

configuration, group velocity of the propagating mode in the coupled waveguide at the frequency of

the resonant mode plays an important role in enhancing the sensitivity. In linear L13 photonic crystal

microcavities, with nearly same resonance mode quality factors �7000 in silicon-on-insulator

devices, sensitivity increased from 57 nm/RIU to 66 nm/RIU as group index in the coupled

waveguide increased from 10.2 to 13.2. Engineering for highest sensitivity in such planar integrated

sensors, thus, requires careful slow light design for optimized sensor sensitivity. VC 2013 American
Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4789857]

Over the past several years, significant research has

focused on achieving higher sensitivities in chip-integrated

label-free biosensors based on different methods such as ring

resonator,1 surface plasmon resonance (SPR),2 directional

coupler,3 Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI),4 and photonic

crystal (PC).5–7 Amongst all devices in integrated optics, PC

devices provide the unique characteristic of slow light in pho-

tonic crystal waveguide (PCW) architectures which effec-

tively enhances light-matter interaction,8 thereby leading to

high sensitivities in compact device geometries. The advant-

age of slow light has been proved in several applications such

as optical modulator,9 optical infrared absorption sensing on

liquid contaminants,10 and optical spectrometry on gaseous

contaminants.11 Highest sensitivity devices on the two-

dimensional PC platform have also been demonstrated by our

group as biosensors for chip-integrated microarray applica-

tions in proteomics.7 We demonstrated methods to increase

the quality factor (Q) as well as the sensitivity in PC micro-

cavity coupled PC waveguide architectures by tailoring the

radiation loss as well as the optical mode volume of PC

microcavity resonances.5,7 In this paper, we show experimen-

tally that in a PC microcavity coupled waveguide system, the

magnitude of slow light in the coupling waveguide also con-

tributes to enhanced sensor sensitivity.

The device investigated is a L13 PC microcavity coupled

to a W1 PCW in silicon in a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) plat-

form in which we have previously demonstrated highest bio-

sensing sensitivity among competing optical technologies at a

concentration of 0.1 lg/ml.7 The PC consists of a triangular lat-

tice of air holes with lattice constant a¼ 392 nm. The air holes

have radius r¼ 0.277a and the height of the silicon slab is

h¼ 250 nm. The W1 PCW is formed by removing a complete

row of air holes along the C�K direction in a triangular lattice

photonic crystal. The L13 PC microcavity is formed by remov-

ing 13 air holes in dielectric silicon parallel to the W1 PCW.

Fig. 1(a) inset shows a scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of

the device. Light transmitted down the PCW is dropped at fre-

quencies corresponding to the resonance frequency of the

FIG. 1. Experimental transmission spectrum of device in (a) water and

(b) glycerol, showing the resonance modes and mode profiles. Inset of

(a) shows SEM of L13 PC microcavity and W1 waveguide.
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microcavity. A typical transmission spectrum of the L13 PC

microcavity is shown in Fig. 1(a) for water and Fig. 1(b) for

glycerol. The sensor works on the principle that refractive

index changes in the vicinity of the PC microcavity lead to a

shift in the resonance wavelength, the sensitivity of the sensor

determined by the magnitude of the resonance wavelength

change for a given change in refractive index in chemical

sensing, or a given change in biomolecule concentration in

biosensing.

Fig. 1(a) shows that multiple resonances of the L13 PC

microcavity are dropped from the transmission spectrum of

the W1 PCW. We limit our study to the three modes labeled

A, B, and C nearest to the W1 PCW transmission band edge

at 1558 nm in water in Fig. 1(a) and at 1568 nm in glycerol

as in Fig. 1(b). Fig. 2(a) plots the dispersion diagram for the

photonic crystal waveguide in water that shows the reso-

nance mode of the L13 PC microcavity coupled to the W1

PCW. The resonance mode frequencies of A, B, and C are

calculated from the experimental transmission spectrum in

Fig. 1(a). The band edge in Fig. 1(a) corresponds approxi-

mately to a/k¼ 0.25 where the simulated group index

is ng¼ 33 as seen from Fig. 2(a), obtained by three-

dimensional (3D) plane-wave expansion (PWE) simulations.

The experimental band edge is offset from the simulated

band edge due to high transmission losses at higher ng values

and is consistent with maximum ng� 35 observed experi-

mentally in air-clad PCW structures.12 It is observed that at

the coupling frequencies of modes A, B, and C, the group

indices of the W1 PCW guided mode are 13.2, 9.8, and 7.9,

respectively. Due to the asymmetry out-of-plane of 3-D

PWE simulation in water, the band edge at a/k¼ 0.25 and

the group index values are estimated, but very close to actual

values.

Devices were measured in water (refractive index

n¼ 1.33) and glycerol (n¼ 1.46) and the bulk sensitivity in

nm/RIU (RIU¼ refractive index unit) was determined and

plotted in Fig. 2(b) for the individual modes A, B, and C.

Fig. 2(b) shows that mode A has the highest bulk sensitivity

of 66 nm/RIU. Fig. 2(b) also plots the Q and the bulk sensi-

tivities of modes A, B, and C when the L13 PC microcavity

is coupled to wider PCWs W1.025 and W1.05. (W1.05 indi-

cates that the width of the PCW is 1.05� �3a, where a is the

lattice constant of the PC pattern).

Fig. 3 plots the wavelength shift of the respective

modes A, B, and C as a function of concentration of the

biomolecule avidin which binds to its conjugate specific

biotin that is immobilized on the L13 PC microcavity that

is coupled to a W1 PCW. The procedure of surface func-

tionalization, target antibody (biotin) immobilization, and

subsequent biosensing has been described in detail in

Ref. 7 and is not repeated here. The surface sensitivity to

biosensing is determined by the magnitude of the reso-

nance wavelength shift when a specific concentration of

probe biomolecule avidin is introduced in solution and

binds to its conjugate specific biomolecule biotin. It is

observed from Fig. 3 that mode A shows the highest sensi-

tivity. The difference in wavelength shifts of the resonance

modes is much larger than the 0.02 nm wavelength accu-

racy of our optical spectrum analyzer.

With respect to the modes A, B, and C, it is expected

that the sensitivity is determined by the mode Q as well as

the optical overlap of the mode with the analyte near the sur-

face of the PC microcavity and the holes in the vicinity of

the PC microcavity. The total quality factor (Q) of a reso-

nance mode in the side-coupled cavity-waveguide architec-

tures is given7,13 by

FIG. 2. (a) Dispersion diagram in water of the W1 PCW with the coupled

L13 PC microcavity mode frequencies A, B, and C shown in black, red, and

blue dotted lines, respectively. Simulated group index of the W1 PCW is

shown on the right axis. (b) Sensitivity values and Q-factors in water of reso-

nance modes A, B, and C are shown for W1 as filled circles and filled

squares, respectively, for W1.025 as open circles and open squares and for

W1.05 as crossed circle and crossed squares, respectively.

FIG. 3. The wavelength shift of each resonance modes at different concen-

trations. Solid square dots denote the resonance mode A. Solid circle dots

denote mode B, and the solid triangle dots are mode C.
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1

Q
¼ 1

Qi
þ 1

QR
þ 1

QWG
; (1)

where Qi¼xsi, si denotes the intrinsic cavity loss time con-

stant which includes surface roughness and material absorp-

tion losses, QR¼xsR, sR denotes the radiation loss time

constant from the microcavity and QWG¼xsWG, sWG

denotes the leakage loss time constant from the microcavity

to the waveguide. x denotes the resonance frequency of the

PC microcavity.

1

sR
¼ PR

WE
; (2)

where PR denotes the total power radiated by the cavity and

WE denotes the stored energy in the cavity which is propor-

tional to the cavity mode volume.14 We have shown previ-

ously that lower PR and higher WE decrease the net radiation

loss rate from the cavity and hence increase the effective Q.5,7

Higher Q results in light being trapped in the microcavity for

a longer duration at the particular resonance frequency which

results in enhanced light-matter interaction and thus higher

sensitivity. Q of the modes A and B are nearly the same within

the range of experimental variation of Q. The optical overlap

of modes A and B, estimated from the mode profile by inte-

grating over an area where the E-field intensity is more than

50% of the maximum value15 and including the entire internal

surface area of the holes along the periphery of the PC micro-

cavity, is nearly the same. However, the optical coupling effi-

ciency from the W1 PCW of resonance mode A is much

higher than that of B. The coupling efficiency g between the

cavity and the waveguide is described by16

g / 1

vg
; (3)

where vg denotes the group velocity at the resonance frequency

of the corresponding optical mode. vg is inversely proportional

to ng. Since the coupling strength is inversely proportional to

vg, farther away from the band edge where vg is high, the cou-

pling strength is low. As a result of the lower optical coupling

of incident light into the optical cavity for mode B compared

to mode A, light-matter interaction inside the cavity is also

reduced which contributes to the lower sensitivity of B com-

pared to A. Similarly, resonance modes A, B, and C have

decreasing sensitivity in order, when the L13 PC microcavity

is coupled to the wider PCWs W1.025 and W1.05. We also

note from Fig. 2(a) that the PCW mode is leaky (above the

light line for the silicon dioxide lower cladding) at the coupling

frequencies of modes B and C but non-leaky for mode A. The

leaky behavior would lead to higher optical power coupling

into the mode A compared to modes B and C, independent of

the group index value, that may also result in higher sensitivity

of mode A compared to modes B and C.

In order to separate the effects of QR and QWG, and also

the contribution from the leaky behavior of the waveguide

modes, the coupling of the resonance mode A to the PCW is

studied at different propagation group velocities of the PCW.

Fig. 4(a) shows the dispersion diagrams of the W1, W1.025,

and W1.05 PCWs in water. The coupling frequency of the

L13 resonance mode is shown. The mode A moves to lower

frequencies with increased width of the PCW due to increased

dielectric fraction in the vicinity of the L13 PC microcavity.

The waveguide mode is non-leaky (below the light line for the

silicon dioxide lower cladding) for all coupling conditions of

mode A. The simulated group index values at the coupling

frequencies are indicated in Fig. 4(a). The group indices of the

W1, W1.025, and W1.05 PCW at the coupling frequency of

the resonance mode A of the L13 PCW are 13.2, 12.7, and

10.2, respectively. Figs. 4(b) and 4(c) show the experimental

transmission spectra of W1.025 and W1.05 PCWs in water.

FIG. 4. (a) Dispersion diagrams of W1

(black), W1.025 (red), and W1.05 (blue)

PCWs with coupled L13 PC microcavity

in water. Resonant mode A in each case

is indicated by dotted lines. Group index

is plotted and magnitude at the coupling

frequency indicated in respective colors

(b) W1.025 and (c) W1.05 PCW experi-

mental transmission spectra with coupled

L13 PC microcavity. (d) Q-factor in

water and bulk sensitivity comparison of

resonance mode A in each PCW in (a).
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Fig. 4(d) shows the results of the sensing experiments for the

three waveguides with coupled L13 PC microcavity resonance

A, when the device is measured in water and glycerol. In an

uncoupled cavity, QR of the resonance mode A would increase

from W1 to W1.05 due to the reduced radiation loss PR, as the

mode moves towards the dielectric band in the band diagram.

Qi can also be expected to increase from W1 to W1.05 due to

reduced roughness scattering from the air holes on the side of

the W1 PCW opposite to that of the PC microcavity, as the

PC microcavity moves farther away from the W1 PCW. Fur-

thermore, from Fig. 1(b), we note that the optical mode over-

lap of the resonance modes A with the analyte primarily

occurs in the first two rows of holes along the periphery of the

L13 PC microcavity which is unchanged from W1 to W1.025

and W1.05 since the L13 PC microcavity is located two

periods away from the PCW in each case. At the coupling

frequency of the resonance mode A, the PCW mode is non-

leaky. Hence, the additional factor that results in higher sensi-

tivity of resonance mode A in W1 compared to W1.05 PCW

is g and thus vg.

As expected from Eq. (3), a lower vg leads to higher

coupling efficiency of light from the W1 PCW to the L13 PC

microcavity resonance mode A, leading to more light-matter

interaction in the case of the W1 PCW versus the W1.05

PCW. Similarly, the sensitivity of the resonant mode A for

the W1 PCW is higher than in the W1.025 PCW, as observed

from Fig. 4(d), due to the higher group index of W1 at the

coupling frequency of the L13 PC microcavity resonance A.

Previously, we have shown that increased QR increases de-

vice sensitivity.7 The control experiments confirm that, in

addition to Q and the optical mode overlap with analyte,

slow group velocities of light propagating in the PCW con-

tribute to the enhanced light-matter interaction and thus the

enhanced sensitivities of resonance modes in PC microcav-

ities. Similar trends are observed for modes B and C from

Fig. 2(b)

Of course, a higher g leads to lower QWG. A lower QWG

would reduce the effective Q, which would reduce the sensi-

tivity to detect small changes in concentrations due to the

broader linewidth of the resonance mode. Hence, methods to

improve QWG include moving the resonance cavity farther

away from the W1 PCW while at the same time, balancing

the sensitivity to arrive at an optimized design with maximum

slow light contribution. We also note that increasing slow

light contribution to the sensitivity also requires that slow light

engineering minimizing reflection losses be performed at the

input and output interfaces of the PCW with ridge waveguides

for high signal-to-noise ratio in measurements as we have

demonstrated earlier.7

In summary, we demonstrated that in side coupled PC

cavity-waveguide sensors, in addition to the Q of the

uncoupled PC microcavity and the optical mode overlap

with analyte, slow light in the coupled PCW also contributes

to the enhanced sensitivities of resonance modes.
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